Faculty Events Calendar Spring 2017
Sponsored Projects Administration
For more information: Stan Geidel (sgeidel@bsu – 285-2022) or Jessie Roark (jaroark@bsu.edu – 285-5003)

January
9-30  Student Symposium 2017 Registration (see bsu.edu/studentsymposium for details)
13   SPA Colloquia (3:00 pm, Bracken Library 104)
     • Intellectual Property Considerations: Patents, Copyrights, and Commercialization
       Wil Davis, President of the Ball State Innovation Corporation and Stephanie Roof, SPA Proposal Manager discuss the
       processes and procedures for protecting and commercializing outcomes that arise from faculty research, scholarship,
       and creative work.
18   Focus on the Search (11:00am, Research House Conference Room)
25   SPA Colloquia (Wednesday, Noon, Arts & Journalism Bldg, Atrium Dining Room)
     • Involving Students in your Projects
       Personnel from Ball State’s Office of Entrepreneurial Learning join with faculty members Adam Kuban (Journalism) and
       Sue McDowell (Biology) to discuss involving students in faculty projects and programs.

February
9    Focus on the Search (11:00 am, Research House Conference Room)
10   *Event Cancelled* *Watch for reschedule information
    SPA Colloquia (3:00 pm, Bracken Library 104)
    • Managing Large Research Projects
      Scott Trappe, Director of Ball State’s Human Performance Laboratory, discusses effective ways to approach the
      management of larger research projects.
15   Focus on the Search (3:00 pm, Research House Conference Room)
22   SPA Colloquia (Wednesday, Noon, Arts & Journalism Bldg, Atrium Dining Room)
     • Muncie Makers Hub: MadJax
       Scott Truex, Associate Professor of Urban Planning, discusses his work with MadJax, Muncie’s center for innovation and
       design. MadJax brings together makers of all kinds, converting the energy of ideas, the power of problem solving, and
       the grit of making into entrepreneurship.

March
15   Focus on the Search (5:00 pm, Research House Conference Room)
21   Student Symposium 2017 (Student Center 2nd floor, See bsu.edu/studentsymposium for schedule)
22   SPA Colloquia (Wednesday, Noon, Arts & Journalism Bldg, Atrium Dining Room)
     • Compliance Considerations: Conflict of Interest, Conflict of Commitment, and Export Control
       Kalli McBride, Research Integrity and Export Control Officer, discusses Ball State policies related to conflict of interest,
       conflict of commitment, and export control.
23   Focus on the Search (11:00 am, Research House Conference Room)
29   SPA Colloquia (Wednesday, Noon, Arts & Journalism Bldg, Atrium Dining Room)
     • Compliance Considerations: Human Subjects Research
       Chris Mangelli, Ball State’s Director of Research Integrity, provides an overview of issues pertaining to human subjects
       research compliance and how the Office of Research Integrity can assist faculty to assure their research projects are in
       agreement with all federal, state, and university regulations.

April
TBD  Researcher of the Year and Creative Endeavor of the Year Lectures
     • Check our blog at researchnewsletter.blogspot.com for more information on these special events.
  4    Focus on the Search (3:00 pm, Research House Conference Room)
12   SPA Colloquia (Wednesday, Noon, Arts & Journalism Bldg, Atrium Dining Room)
     • Supplemental Compensation
       Jackie Davis, SPA Associate Director for Pre Award Operations, discusses policies and procedures related to
       supplemental compensation for participating in externally funded projects.
21   SPA Colloquia (3:00 pm, Bracken Library 104)
     • Post Award Considerations
       Matt Moore (SPA Associate Director, Post Award Operations) and Sheila Shafer (SPA Associate Director, Compliance
       Operations) review the processes and procedures involved with initiating, managing, and closing out an externally
       funded project.

-- over --
Stay Connected to SPA

1. Ball State Communications Center -- to receive email announcements from Sponsored Projects Administration
   a. Visit the Ball State Communication Center at www.bsu.edu/communicationscenter.
   b. On the right hand side, click "Manage my subscriptions."
   c. Sign in using your username and password.
   d. Scroll to "Academics."
   e. Select the “Research and Programs” option.
   f. Scroll to the bottom of the page and submit the form.

2. Follow SPA on social media to receive timely information and interact with the office.
   a. Facebook
   b. Twitter
   c. Instagram

3. Read and Subscribe to the Research Blog